
Measurement: Part 2
Building the Measurement 

Instructional Continuum at Brock





You are a member of the crisis management team and you must come up 
with a new format for the Chocolongo Bar.  
You have 36 cubes, which represent the volume of the Chocolongo Bar.  

Your task is to work with the 36 cubes to find all other possible formats for 
the new and improved bar. 
You must provide proof that the selected format will result in the least 
amount of packaging.

For shipping and storage purposes, the final product must be in the form of 
a rectangular prism.

Good luck...the future of the Chocolongo Bar Company is in your hands!



GREATER ESSEX COUNTY DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD BUILDING TOMORROW TOGETHER. EVERY LEARNER, EVERY DAY.

The Work: Ambitious and Necessary

Enact the Vision
“The GECDSB provides mathematics 

education that engages and empowers 

students through collaboration, 

communication, inquiry, critical thinking 

and problem-solving, to support each 

student’s learning and nurture a positive 

attitude towards mathematics.” 
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Lead-learners to 
develop Expertise of 
All.

MOBILIZE



GREATER ESSEX COUNTY DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD BUILDING TOMORROW TOGETHER. EVERY LEARNER, EVERY DAY.

PRODUCTIVE 

DISPOSITION

Ability to formulate, represent & solve mathematical 

problems using an effective strategy

STRATEGIC 

COMPETENCE

PROCEDURAL FLUENCYUnderstanding and using a variety of 

mathematical procedures

ADAPTIVE REASONING
Capacity for logical thought, reflection, 

explanation, and justification

Inclination to see mathematics as useful 

and valuable.

Ability to understand mathematical concepts, 

operations, and relationships

CONCEPTUAL 

UNDERSTANDING



How can you measure a bucket?

Consider:

● attributes

● possible units

Measurement = assigning a numerical value to an attribute of an object



Our Plans for Today...

Process of Measurement

Look at Direct and Indirect Measurement: THE UNIT

What is a unit?

Understanding the Unit

Isaac’s work- Big Ideas & Misconceptions

Task Breakout- Measuring the Leaf

Units are qunatities not shapes…

Moving to Standard units



Process of Measuring

1. Decide attribute to be 

measured

2. Select a unit that has the same 

attribute

3. Compare the units - by filling, 

covering, matching or using 

known measures.  Recognize 

the number of units needed = 

the measurement

Implications for Measurement 

Instruction

1. Students must understand the attribute 

to be measured = direct comparisons

2. Students must understand how filling, 

covering, matching etc. produces a number 

called a measure = use physical models 

(non-standard units)

3.Students use common measuring tools 

with understanding and flexibility = make 

measuring tools, then connect to standard 

tools



Continuum of Measurement Understanding
Impacts measurement instruction...we need to sequence experiences

1) Direct COMPARISONS: Consider the two shapes at your table: Using only the 

shapes themselves, which shape is bigger?

2)Indirect comparisons: Now consider the same two shapes: Using only the shapes 

themselves and the colour tiles provided, be more precise.  Which shape is bigger?

3) Direct Measurements: Now consider the same two shapes: Using only the 

shapes themselves and a ruler, be even more precise.  Which shape is bigger?

4) Indirect Measurement: Now consider the same two shapes: Using only the shapes 

themselves, known measurements, be even more precise.  What is the area of each 

shape?



What is a unit?
●As soon as we move from comparing to measuring, as soon as we start 

quantifying a comparison, we need to use a unit. The whole idea of “units” is huge 

in mathematics, one of those big overarching themes that crosses a bunch of 

strands.

●We talk about unit fractions ( one-fifth, one-tenth, one-eighth); we see it in place 

value when we look to the ones column -- the unit -- and realize that everything, 

both whole numbers and decimals, are centered around that unit. 

●We see it in proportional reasoning, when we find the unit rate to compare 

ratios. 

●We see it at the heart of measurement. Linear units, like a centimeter or inch; 

units of area, like square centimetres or square kilometers; units of volume like a 

cup or a litre; units of time, like minutes or hours.



Understanding the Unit:





Measure the area of this leaf: 

Show or 

explain 

how you 

did it. 





Big Idea #3 Units are quantities not             

shapes….

BIG IDEA 1

Constant Units

BIG IDEA 2

No Gaps or 

Overlaps



Units are quantities not shapes
A lot of times because kids are only confronted with squares when they’re working 

with area, and because they’re called square units, we think that a square unit is a 

square. But really it is a quantity -- an amount of space that can be re-assembled 

any way we wish. If Isaac had realized that these shapes could be cut and 

reshaped – as long as he conserved the area of that unit – he would have been 

fine. But he realize didn’t that units are like liquid – they’re fluid – they can morph 

into any shape as long as the quantity doesn’t change. 

It’s obvious when we’re talking about capacity. A litre can come in all sorts of 

different shapes. Right? But with area -- I think it’s because we tend to give kids 

fixed materials like square tiles or a grid that is made up of squares -- we don’t 

bump up against the idea that a square unit can be all sorts of different shapes. 



Quantities not shapes….

The Object or 

Instrument

we use to measure 1 Hexagon 

of area

Unit

1 Hexagon of Area







And lastly…..



Standard Units….History of 

Measurement: 

<iframe width="760" height="423" 

src="https://www.youtube.com/embed/NValmBwli1Q" 

frameborder="0" gesture="media" allow="encrypted-

media" allowfullscreen></iframe>



Moving to the Standard Unit:



Guess the Unit

Find examples of of measurements 

(newspapers, signs etc.).  Present 

the context and measure, but not 

the units...guess the unit.



Making and Using Rulers

If the Shoe Fits



Connecting Number Lines & Rulers

Sequence of number lines and sequence of rulers are the same...start with the 

counting of the unit.

1. Glue units on card stock strip.

2. Add numbers to help count the units.

3. Standard rulers:  numbers are at the end of units.



Understanding the Passage of Time...

The passage of time is different than reading a clock.

This understanding develops through:

● personal benchmarks

● comparing events

See the Guides to Effective Instruction...



Reading Analogue Clocks

Re-thinking our time “unit”



Hit the Target



Activating physical models

Fixed Area/Fixed Perimeter Lessons



Developing Formulas

When students develop formulas, they gain conceptual understanding of the ideas 

and relationships involved, and they engage in ‘doing mathematics’.

Formulas = generalizations

Generalizing = algebraic reasoning

Exploring measurement relationships = forming conjectures

Proving conjectures = algebraic reasoning



Let's explore 
rectangular 
prisms!



Anticipate, Select, Sequence & 

Connect○ Concrete model – count squares

○ Pictorial model – draw isometric drawings, and/or nets

○ Find area of different sides, add

○ Use strategies like x2 , recognizing that opposite faces are the same

○ Numerical model – records in table

○ Recognizes 3 dimensions multiply to equal 36

○ Notices pattern – closer to cube, smaller surface area = generalize



Estimation & Approximation

“Measurement estimation is the process of using mental and visual information to 

measure.”

Van de Walle, p. 276

Estimation is about reasoning and reasonableness ...it is very mathematical!

● estimation helps children focus on the attribute being measured

● estimation provides intrinsic motivation for measurement

● estimation develops familiarity with standard units

● estimation lays the foundation for multiplicative thinking

...benchmarks are an important part of 

estimation in measurement!



Estimation & Approximation

● You try:

Oh drat ...we have no formula for an irregular 

milkshake spill!  What shall we do?



Activating and Developing Estimation

1. Develop and use personal benchmarks

2. Use chunking or subdivisions

3. Iterate a unit mentally or physically

Discuss how different students made their estimates.

Encourage a range of estimates.

Make estimation an ongoing activity.

Estimation tasks are a good way to assess students’ 

understanding of both measurement and units.



Problem Sort

Sort the collection of problems:

KNOWLEDGE THINKING

APPLICATION

Where does communication fit?






